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Abstract
The thesis investigates the urban periphery as it relates to
ideas of architectural significance, legibility, and identity.
The focus is on reimaging the traditional strip mall typology through considering its formal language, program, and
relationship to the surrounding context.
Throughout the country strip malls are commonly underused and falling into states of foreclosure and vacancy
as a response to online competition. The strip mall is now
transforming from convenience driven retail to quality
based services. In conjunction, the role of the individually owned vehicle is diminishing, allowing for previously
zoned parking to be reclaimed for the pedestrian.

Wynantskill, New York
Columbus, Nebraska
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

The existing strip malls are still economically and functionally viable, but a new configuration of the current
components is needed to revitalize and extend their use.
The boundless edge of the strip mall can evolve to produce more intimate spaces of connectivity and gathering,
improving the general experience of a generic condition.
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[ Introduction ]
Objectives
relevance

original

figure 2 : mta-NYC- queensboro plaza
(john kirk/getty images)

figure 3 : suburbia 1950s
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The typology of the strip mall is found in abundance across
America and has become a commonly underused fixture in our
ever-sprawling cities. The thesis reimagines the current strip
mall type as a way to extend and improve the life of these
buildings and the surrounding areas. By exploring ideas of formal language, context, program, and the role of the vehicle,
the current existence of the strip mall typology can be altered
to improve its position in society. (figure 1)
The development of the strip mall is closely tied to the emergence of suburbia and the privately owned vehicle. Where
people left urban cores and mass transit (figure 2) for independence in the newly emerging suburban sprawl (figure 3). From
1972 through 2015, however, the development of malls grew
twice as fast as the population leaving a now bloated retail
percentage with each person having roughly 23 square feet
of retail space as compared to other modernized cities in the
world 1. As a result, the U.S. has 40 percent more retail space
then Canada and ten times as much as Germany (figure 4).
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figure 4 : retail space per capita
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figure 1: thesis ambition

Charlotte, NC
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As the online market has grown the need for
brick-and-mortar stores has declined, forcing many strip malls into varying states of
vacancy and foreclosure (figure 5). However,
there is now an exchange of program where
excess interior space is used for more service and experience-based businesses. Evidence of this is seen in reports that show the
U.S. is currently in a restaurant renaissance
with meals out having overcome the expense

Many stores and programs have or are leaving
strip malls (figure 7). With the large programs,
representing
called an
Food and Drinksomething
Retail Vs. Typical Commercial
Retailanchor, drawing business to the nearby smaller programs.
Losing an anchor can often be the defeat of a
mall or strip mall, but new types of programs
are starting to take their places (figure 8). It is
clear that these buildings are still economically and functionally viable, but the centers are
struggling to rebrand and transform their use
of food purchased in grocery stores (figure 6). and presence within their current context.
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The Strip Mall and the Automobile
shrinking of parking needs

The other component of the project is the space available in
front of the strip mall itself. With vehicles requiring over 200
square feet per car, plus room to maneuver, parking lots tend
to be big, flat, and not fully occupied 2. They are often more
substantial than the buildings they serve (figure 9). A recent
study found that there was an upwards of 800 million parking
spaces in the US covering about 25,000 square miles of land 3.
This fact makes sense, as the average vehicle is only used four
percent of the time and parked the other ninety-six 4.
As a whole, the US is buying more cars than ever, but the
peak of car ownership in the US is projected to occur around
2020 and will drop quickly afterward (figure 10). This drop
comes with the rise of ride-sharing with services like Uber,
Lyft, Zipcar, and the development of the autonomous vehicle. Each of these items will minimize the need for individually owned vehicles, as transportation becomes a hired
service. As the necessity of parking diminishes, cities will
have new opportunities to redesign the entire urban fabric.

quality the satisfaction generated by perceived
expectations compared to the perceived
performance of the encounter.
a positive interaction between a person and
the space around them, built on feelings
of connectivity and gathering over one of
destination.

The change in program type and the displacement of vehicle
parking provides an opportunity to alter the formal condition
of the strip mall. The focus shifts from retail objectives of convenience, security, and access to products, but the role of service programs that would seek to facilitate an experience of
quality for the individual (figure 11).
The desire to create spaces of quality engages with the formal
goals of the thesis as a way to alter the strip mall type to generate improved relationships between people, buildings, and
the spaces in between.
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decline of personally owned vehicles
Annual LDV
Demand

automated mobility service vehicles
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This transformation will allow for parking requirements and
zoning to change, creating areas made for communities and
connection over pavement and parking. The way we interface
with our destination will also change, as you will travel in the
backseat of a car following directions on your phone over responding to illuminated signs protruding from the side of the
road.
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[ Intent ]
Assumptions and Ambitions
existing and projected

Service stations, motels, and other simpler types of buildings conform in general to this system of inflection toward the
highway through the position and form
of their elements. Regardless of the front,
the back of the building is styleless, because the whole is turned toward the front
and no one sees the back.
- Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown
Learning form Las Vegas

neighborhood

The common assumption of the strip mall type is a street-facing building with an expanse of parking in front, private service entrances at the back, and a suburban neighborhood that
abuts the site to the rear (figure 12). The initial ambition is to
take the present composition and change its current hierarchy
of space as it relates to the vehicle and denial of its contexts.
These alterations would allow the site to reconsider its sidedness, becoming more inclusive of the pedestrian and producing new captivating and connected spaces over the limitless
edge of the present condition (figure 13).
This idea also involves how a formal shift can change how we
think of the part to whole components of the existing type and
project a new future for these areas that can better serve and
engage with the community. This transition of building program has been slowly gaining ground over the last decade, and
there is a now an opportunity to architecturally influence this
suburban transformation to reinvent how Americans interact
with their neighborhood strip mall centers.

visual divide
rear private access
front facing structure

expansive parking lot

figure 12 : traditional configuration

neighborhood

connection to neighborhood
parking and public building access
multi-facing structures
pedestrian areas
dispersed parking

figure 13 : desired objective
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[ Research ]
City Selection
nine cities

population classification
mix use
urban
suburban
rural

In finding a site to develop, it became clear that because of
the prevalence of strip malls throughout the United States any
number of cities could serve as possible locations for the project. The list of candidates was selected by processing US cities
based on certain criteria. They needed to have a population of
more than one million, a growth rate of over ten percent, and
a low population density (figure 14). Each factor insured that
the cities were growing rapidly, as to engage with an extending periphery, and implied a prevalence of sprawl. From my
research, a pattern appeared that the majority of cities with
sprawling development are located below the Mason Dixon
Line, which suggests a trend of city development and planning
in the U.S. (figure 15). In the end Charlotte, North Carolina was
selected for having an average component in each category
and for possessing a moderate temperature and topography.
These factors would generate universal correlations between
Charlotte and other US cities.

Dallas/ Fort Worth
Dallas/ Fort Worth
Population: 7,233,323
Dallas/
Worth
7,233,323
Population:
12.56%
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Rate:Fort

Growth
Rate: 12.56%
634/sq
mi
Density:
7,233,323
Population:
Density:
12.56% mi
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Rate: 634/sq
Density: 634/sq mi
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Phoenix
Population: 4,661,537
Phoenix
Population:
4,661,537
Growth
Rate:
11.18%

Growth
Rate:
Density:
Population:
Density:
Growth
Rate:

selected cities

Density:

mix use
city

11.18%
308.2/sq
4,661,537mi
308.2/sq
11.18% mi

308.2/sq mi

San Antonio
San Antonio
Population: 2,429,609
San Antonio
Population:
Growth
Rate:

Growth
Rate:
Density:
Population:
Density:
Growth
Rate:

Density:

figure 15 : map of qualified cities in the U.S.
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11.63%
240/sq mi
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240/sq
11.63% mi
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Atlanta
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figure 14 : nine potential cities for site selection
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1.

2.

3.

Charlotte, North Carolina

4.

use analysis

1. retail distribution
mix use
retail
office
civic
industrial

2. housing distribution
large lot residential
multi-family
detached single family
attached single family
mix-use

3. open land distribution
agriculture
transportation
parks and recreation
utility
vacant

4. retail and housing correlation
transportation
mix-use
retail
multi-family
detached single family

As a part of selecting an appropriate site for investigation, it
was essential to study and understand the use pattern and development of the city. This knowledge was achieved through
mapping Charlotte’s city proper (figure 16). Through a series
of layering, several correlations emerged in the structure and
function of the city. The most significant housing density was
found to be in the southeast corner of Charlotte while the
presence of the airport on the west side indicates an edge to
much of the cities development. When several of the maps
were combined, there was a consistency between the organization of retail and housing. The majority of the retail clings to
the major arteries of the city, while housing infilled the spaces between with little transition from the primary thoroughfares to the edges of housing neighborhoods. This correlation
helped to show a consistency in the idea that there is currently
a front and back structure to how neighborhoods radiate off of
the back of retail and transit areas.
figure 16 : charlotte use analysis maps
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City Growth

Year Annexed
City Limits – 1768
1855 – 1899
1900 – 1959
1960 – 1969
1970 – 1979
1980 – 1989
1990 – 1999
2000 – 2009
2010 – Present

strip mall development

city center

1 mile

2 miles

The city of Charlotte grew radially over time (figure 17). This
consistency in growth enabled the analysis of a single portion
to reflect the whole. The chosen slice was divided into five
radial sections that double as they moved outward from the
city center as a way to mimic the density of city development.
Through the analysis of this portion of Charlotte, many conclusions were made about how the strip mall evolved outward
to the edges of the urban periphery.

4 miles
1.

2.
1. charlotte - year annexed
1768
1855 -1899
1900 -1959
1960 -1969
1970 -1979
1980 - 1989
1990 - 1999
2000 - 2009
2010 - present

2. specific wedge analysis

8 miles

strip mall

figure 17 : radial growth of charlotte compared to strip mall development
16 miles
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Strip Mall Taxonomy
scales of complexity

CHARLOTTE STRIP MALL ANALYSIS
PARKING TO BUILDING FOOT PRINT RATIO

9
,119

strip mall: 5,660
all buildings: 9,354
strip 26,093
mall center
parking:
total: 35,447

figure 18 : charlotte wedge analysis

neighborhood center community center

After examining each ring of development every strip mall was placed into a category of
scale based on the number of buildings within the complex and then ordered by their total square footage (figure 18). Each classification
describes the complexity and scale of each
center and is labeled as a strip mall, neighborhood, community, or regional (figure 19). Each
strip mall’s site square footage is broken down
into how much of the structure is a typical
strip mall component, the total building square
footage, and the total amount of parking. Every
site is also coded to show how its entrance(s)
is oriented relative to the street, and the type
of parking configuration it possesses. Certain
trends emerged within and between each type.

strip mall: 14,713
all buildings: 17,692

strip mall: 21,081
all buildings: 27,510
parking: 70,824
total: 98,334

regional center
parking: 46,883
total: 64,575

1 mile

1.43

1.02

---

---

2 miles

1.60

2.39

1.96

1.60

4 miles

1.95

2.17

2.57

2.85

8 miles

2.30

2.88

2.59

2.72

16 miles

2.25

2.98

2.45

3.19

sidedness to the street

figure 20 : parking to building foot print ratio
front

back

side

field

sporatic

diagonal

parking type
linear

strip mall: 19,681
all buildings: 55,217
parking: 155,595
total: 210,812

strip mall: 34,301
all buildings: 46,021
parking: 159,698
total: 205,719

sidedness to the street

strip mall center
1-2 buildings

front
back
side
diagonal

strip mall: 84,075
all buildings: 99,635
parking: 340,425
total: 440,060

strip mall: 32,585
all buildings: 67,710
parking: 342,356
total: 410,066

strip mall: 108,740
all buildings: 155,380
parking: 249,962
total: 405,342

strip mall: 13,593
all buildings: 32,876
parking: 89,927
total: 122,803

strip mall: 65,545
all buildings: 73,330
parking: 159,309
total: 232,639

strip mall: 32,264
all buildings: 79,563
parking: 228,893
total: 308,456

neighborhood center

strip mall: 70,306
all buildings: 70,306
parking: 103,089
total: 173,396

thesis.

strip mall: 17,472
all buildings: 106,084
parking: 241,430
total: 347,514

community center

3-5 buildings

It was typical for the smaller examples to face
the street, but the more massive complexes
were very diverse in how they engaged with
the streets. Through comparing the ratio of
building to parking square footage across each
category, there is a consistent increase in the
parking to building as strip malls move outward
from downtown (figure 19). This research confirms the connection between urban sprawl and
a dependency on the automobile. In examining
each scale and taking into account the simplicity of parts, consistency of orientation, and the
sheer number of buildings the second scale of
the “neighborhood center” felt the most manageable and accessible for development of the

strip mall: 5,021
all buildings: 86,207
parking: 264,444
total: 350,651

regional center
10 + buildings

6-9 buildings

strip mall: 149,804
all buildings: 207,111
parking: 958,129
total: 1,165,240

parking type
linear
field
sporadic
strip mall: 32,585
all buildings: 67,710
parking: 342,356
total: 410,066

strip mall: 108,740
all buildings: 155,380
parking: 249,962
total: 405,342

strip
mall:
10,148
strip
mall:
53,288
all buildings:
10,148
all buildings:
163,712
parking:
43,695
parking:
283,602
total:
53,843
total:
447,314

strip mall:
20,119
strip
mall: 65,180
all buildings:
20,119 149,922
all buildings:
parking:parking:
36,060 316,013
total: 56,179
total: 465,935

strip mall: 14,000
all buildings: 93,538
parking: 266,722
total: 360,260

strip mall: 84,075
all buildings: 99,635
parking: 340,425
total: 440,060

strip mall: 97,936
all buildings: 171,469
parking: 366,666
total: 538,135

strip mall: 5,660
strip mall: 18,949
strip mall: 27,676
all buildings: 9,354
all buildings: 81,449
all buildings: 151,379
parking: 26,093
parking: 301,041
parking: 471,705
total: 382,490total: 623,084total: 35,447

strip mall: 14,713
strip mall: 23,660
buildings: 17,692
all buildings:all
36,343
parking: 46,883
parking: 360,806
total: 64,575
total: 397,147

strip mall: 149,804
all buildings: 207,111
parking: 958,129
total: 1,165,240

strip
mall:
21,081
strip
mall:
39,739
allall
buildings:
27,510
buildings:
106,294
parking:
70,824
parking:
326,603
total:
98,334
total:
442,897

strip mall: 13,593
all buildings: 32,876
parking: 89,927
total: 122,803

figure 19 : strip mall to parking ratio
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Mile 1 and 2
sidedness to the street
front
back
side
diagonal

parking type
linear
field
sporadic

figure 21 : mile 1 and 2 strip mall taxonomy

strip mall: 17,853
all buildings: 17,853
parking: 15,717
total: 33,571

strip mall: 9,999
all buildings: 9,999
parking: 24,003
total: 34,002

strip mall: 4,318
all buildings: 4,318
parking: 7,871
total: 12,189

strip mall: 13,199
all buildings: 13,199
parking: 15,209
total: 28,408

strip mall: 23,821
all buildings: 23,821
parking: 26,392
total: 50,213

strip mall: 29,761
all buildings: 26,963
parking: 37,409
total: 64,372

strip mall: 28,447
all buildings: 44,115
parking: 35,070
total: 98,180

strip mall: 8,216
all buildings: 15,793
parking: 38,234
total: 54,028

strip mall: 21,241
all buildings: 21,241
parking: 39,675
total: 60,917

strip mall: 52,364
all buildings: 55,255
parking: 108,850
total: 164,105

strip mall: 10,661
all buildings: 19,364
parking: 54,180
total: 73,544

strip mall: 18,234
all buildings: 75,925
parking: 141,703
total: 217,628

strip mall: 29,706
all buildings: 86,472
parking: 158,734
total: 245,206

strip mall: 58,760
all buildings: 214,506
parking: 343,387
total: 557,893

strip mall: 23,022
all buildings: 23,022
parking: 42,334
total: 65,356

strip mall center
1-2 buildings

strip mall: 29,276
all buildings: 29,276
parking: 57,692
total: 86,968

strip mall: 31,964
all buildings: 40,000
parking: 129,199
total: 169,199

neighborhood center
3-5 buildings

community center
6-9 buildings

regional center
10 + buildings
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Mile 4
strip mall center

neighborhood center

1-2 buildings

community center

3-5 buildings

strip mall: 7,160
all buildings: 7,160
parking: 12,384
total: 19,545

strip mall: 7,718
all buildings: 7,718
parking: 17,142
total: 24,860

strip mall: 10,223
all buildings: 10,223
parking: 28,342
total: 38,565

strip mall: 11,647
all buildings: 11,647
parking: 19,376
total: 31,023

strip mall: 9,135
all buildings: 9,135
parking: 21,929
total: 31,064

strip mall: 12,855
all buildings: 12,855
parking: 18,595
total: 31,451

strip mall: 11,113
all buildings: 11,113
parking: 14,416
total: 25,529

strip mall: 11,046
all buildings: 14,394
parking: 23,947
total: 38,341

strip mall: 8,324
all buildings: 10,881
parking: 29,515
total: 40,396

strip mall: 11,148
all buildings: 15,062
parking: 36,081
total: 51,143

strip mall: 11,671
all buildings: 42,095
parking: 31,041
total: 73,136

strip mall: 21,678
all buildings: 21,678
parking: 64,989
total: 86,662
strip mall: 68,191
all buildings: 73,654
parking: 211,581
total: 285,235

strip mall: 23,327
all buildings: 23,327
parking: 22,704
total: 46,032

strip mall: 12,120
all buildings: 12,120
parking: 43,547
total: 55,667

strip mall: 17,927
all buildings: 17,927
parking: 31,301
total: 49,278

strip mall: 26,833
all buildings: 26,833
parking: 40,748
total: 67,581

figure 22 : mile 4 strip mall taxonomy

regional center
10 + buildings

6-9 buildings

strip mall: 29,883
all buildings: 284,351
parking: 707,076
total: 991,427

strip mall: 90,675
all buildings: 124,841
parking: 413,733
total: 538,574

strip mall: 178,779
all buildings: 399,003
parking: 1,081,133
total: 1,480,136

strip mall: 15,743
all buildings: 15,743
parking: 36,482
total: 52,226

strip mall: 13,330
all buildings: 67,834
parking: 103,223
total: 171,057

strip mall: 56,572
all buildings: 56,572
parking: 116,105
total: 172,677

strip mall: 76,431
all buildings: 91,680
parking: 150,717
total: 242,397

strip mall: 44,125
all buildings: 150,124
parking: 416,069
total: 566,193

strip mall: 28,961
all buildings: 38,006
parking: 140,002
total: 178,008

strip mall: 24,675
all buildings: 24,675
parking: 57,195
total: 81,870
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Mile 8
strip mall center

neighborhood center

1-2 buildings

community center

3-5 buildings

strip mall: 12,694
all buildings: 12,694
parking: 14,447
total: 27,141

strip mall: 13,566
all buildings: 13,566
parking: 15,069
total: 28,634

strip mall: 9,967
all buildings: 9,967
parking: 18,708
total: 28,675

strip mall: 10,668
all buildings: 10,668
parking: 20,633
total: 31,301

strip mall: 12,674
all buildings: 12,674
parking: 23,336
total: 36,011

strip mall: 13,889
all buildings: 13,889
parking: 33,179
total: 47,069

strip mall: 5,008
all buildings: 9,231
parking: 18,446
total: 27,677

strip mall: 15,181
all buildings: 15,181
parking: 44,910
total: 60,091

10 + buildings

strip mall: 14,902
all buildings: 21,544
parking: 49,636
total: 71,180

strip mall: 23,701
all buildings: 50,468
parking: 161,554
total: 212,022

strip mall: 20,909
all buildings: 28,621
parking: 62,165
total: 90,786

regional center

6-9 buildings

strip mall: 23,371
all buildings: 23,371
parking: 83,725
total: 107,096

strip mall: 82,693
all buildings: 104,303
parking: 265,753
total: 370,056

strip mall: 28,542
all buildings: 34,689
parking: 116,049
total: 150,738
strip mall: 47,878
all buildings: 522,293
parking: 1,806,873
total: 2,329,166

strip mall: 11,160
all buildings: 11,160
parking: 66,916
total: 78,076

strip mall: 15,581
all buildings: 15,581
parking: 80,547
total: 96,128

strip mall: 37,209
all buildings: 37,209
parking: 72,108
total: 109,317

strip mall: 27,907
all buildings: 31,333
parking: 139,279
total: 170,612

strip mall: 33,583
all buildings: 46,219
parking: 124,297
total: 170,516

strip mall: 38,611
all buildings: 47,237
parking: 137,680
total: 184,917

strip mall: 28,807
all buildings: 93,538
parking: 354,505
total: 448,043
strip mall: 57,619
all buildings: 57,619
parking: 121,006
total: 178,625

strip mall: 51,293
all buildings: 51,293
parking: 131,091
total: 182,384

strip mall: 96,739
all buildings: 250,864
parking: 512,250
total: 763,114

strip mall: 45,910
all buildings: 846,270
parking: 1,908,808
total: 2,755,078
strip mall: 56,690
all buildings: 64,773
parking: 124,148
total: 188,921

strip mall: 69,835
all buildings: 69,835
parking: 215,769
total: 285,604

strip mall: 61,678
all buildings: 89,185
parking: 260,311
total: 349,496

strip mall: 24,218
all buildings: 38,263
parking: 337,260
total: 375,523

strip mall: 24,212
all buildings: 82,302
parking: 303,074
total: 385,376

strip mall: 33,038
all buildings: 151,2781
parking: 354,581
total: 505,859

strip mall: 44,612
all buildings: 125,415
parking: 335,142
total: 460,557

strip mall: 66,035
all buildings: 191,421
parking: 369,403
total: 560,824

figure 23 : mile 8 strip mall taxonomy
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Mile 16
strip mall center

neighborhood center

1-2 buildings

strip mall: 5,992
all buildings: 5,992
parking: 12,938
total: 18,930

community center

3-5 buildings

strip mall: 8,136
all buildings: 8,136
parking: 39,460
total: 47,597

strip mall: 10,148
all buildings: 10,148
parking: 43,695
total: 53,843

strip mall: 5,660
all buildings: 9,354
parking: 26,093
total: 35,447

regional center
10 + buildings

6-9 buildings

strip mall: 14,713
all buildings: 17,692
parking: 46,883
total: 64,575

strip mall: 21,081
all buildings: 27,510
parking: 70,824
total: 98,334

strip mall: 19,681
all buildings: 55,217
parking: 155,595
total: 210,812

strip mall: 108,740
all buildings: 155,380
parking: 249,962
total: 405,342

strip mall: 149,804
all buildings: 207,111
parking: 958,129
total: 1,165,240

strip mall: 20,119
all buildings: 20,119
parking: 36,060
total: 56,179

strip mall: 55,343
all buildings: 55,343
parking: 89,265
total: 144,608

strip mall: 48,575
all buildings: 48,575
parking: 111,902
total: 160,477

strip mall: 13,593
all buildings: 32,876
parking: 89,927
total: 122,803

strip mall: 70,306
all buildings: 70,306
parking: 103,089
total: 173,396

strip mall: 34,301
all buildings: 46,021
parking: 159,698
total: 205,719

strip mall: 32,585
all buildings: 67,710
parking: 342,356
total: 410,066

strip mall: 65,545
all buildings: 73,330
parking: 159,309
total: 232,639

strip mall: 32,264
all buildings: 79,563
parking: 228,893
total: 308,456

strip mall: 84,075
all buildings: 99,635
parking: 340,425
total: 440,060

strip mall: 17,472
all buildings: 106,084
parking: 241,430
total: 347,514

strip mall: 66,913
all buildings: 581,747
parking: 1,776,322
total: 2,358,069

strip mall: 5,021
all buildings: 86,207
parking: 264,444
total: 350,651

strip mall: 23,660
all buildings: 36,343
parking: 360,806
total: 397,147

strip mall: 14,000
all buildings: 93,538
parking: 266,722
total: 360,260

strip mall: 39,739
all buildings: 106,294
parking: 326,603
total: 442,897

strip mall: 53,288
all buildings: 163,712
parking: 283,602
total: 447,314

strip mall: 65,180
all buildings: 149,922
parking: 316,013
total: 465,935

strip mall: 97,936
all buildings: 171,469
parking: 366,666
total: 538,135

strip mall: 27,676
all buildings: 151,379
parking: 471,705
total: 623,084

strip mall: 18,949
all buildings: 81,449
parking: 301,041
total: 382,490

strip mall: 94,423
all buildings: 111,539
parking: 342,268
total: 453,807

strip mall: 62,936
all buildings: 604,437
parking: 1,711,414
total: 2,315,851

strip mall: 137,478
all buildings: 295,736
parking: 686,631
total: 985,154
strip mall: 89,790
all buildings: 128,562
parking: 318,962
total: 477,524

figure 24 : mile 16 strip mall taxonomy

strip mall: 33,829
all buildings: 133,837
parking: 474,253
total: 608,090
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Strip Mall Typologies
component analysis

All of the strip malls from the neighborhood
center classification were used to evaluate
the component composition relative to its distance from the city center (figure 25). It became

bent bar

box + bar

box + bent

winged

winged + bent

bent winged

chain

16 miles

8 miles

4 miles

2 miles

1 mile

bar

that very few strip malls are stand-alone buildings, as once previously assumed, but are part
of complexes of typical building structures of
bars and boxes.

figure 25: component and distance chart
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Site Selection
use analysis

density cluster

The knowledge collected from the taxonomy of parts showed
that strip malls constructed in the sixteen-mile ring were the
most likely to be made up of at least one bar and one box. This
idea is significant in the desire to select a sample of strip malls
that would consistently reflect a majority of strip mall construction. The entirety of Charlotte was searched to find every
of the strip mall that met the criteria of being a neighborhood
center type and is located near the 16-mile ring. Out of the
fifty-two found, eight sites spread proportionally around the
cities’ edge, were chosen (figure 26). These eight were used as
case studies for further design operations. Each of the sites
was examined based on their figure-ground relationships to
their content and programmatic use (figure 27).

urban
suburban
rural

selected sites
qualified sites
case study sites
selected site

01

02

03

02

03
04

01

05
04

08
07
05

06

06

07

08

figure 26 : charlotte metropolitan area

Images from Google Maps, Charlotte, NC, 2017
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Site Studies

eight selected sites

01

strip mall: 50,047
all buildings: 82,600
parking: 262,964
landscape: 106,077
total: 451,641

number of building: 4
distance to road: 540’
length of facade: 315’
site entrance: 3 sides
sidedness: front + side

strip mall: 19
all buildings:
parking: 231
landscape: 14
total: 445,52

strip mall: 12
all buildings:
parking: 188,
strip mall: 31
landscape:
10
all buildings:
total:
357,36
parking: 200,
landscape: 10
total: 382,14

05
strip mall: 50,047 sqft
all buildings: 82,600 sqft
parking: 262,964 sqft
landscape: 106,077 sqft
total: 451,641 sqft

strip mall: 29,190 sqft
all buildings: 33,664 sqft
parking: 138,109 sqft
landscape: 106,726 sqft
total: 278,499 sqft

number of buildings: 4
distance to road: 540 ft
length of facade: 315 ft
site entrance: 3 sides
sidedness: front + side

number of buildings: 3
distance to road: 349 ft
length of facade: 322 ft
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front
strip mall: 50,047
all buildings: 82,600
parking: 262,964
landscape: 106,077
total: 451,641

number of building: 4
distance to road: 540’
length of facade: 315’
site entrance: 3 sides
sidedness: front + side

02

strip mall: 19,250
all buildings: 67,960
parking: 231,796
landscape: 145,768
total: 445,524

strip mall: 12,245
all buildings: 60,269
parking: 188,096
landscape: 109,001
total: 357,366

number of building: 4
distance to road: 515’
length of facade: 362’
site entrance: 3 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 31,154 sqft
all buildings: 79,180 sqft
parking: 200,012 sqft
landscape: 102,956 sqft
total: 382,148 sqft

number of buildings: 4
distance to road: 515 ft
length of facade: 362 ft
site entrance: 3 sides
sidedness: front

number of buildings: 2
distance to road: 331 ft
length of facade: 451 ft, 170 ft
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front
number of building: 4
distance to road: 540’
length of facade: 315’
site entrance: 3 sides
sidedness: front + side

03

strip mall: 19,250
all buildings: 67,960
parking:
231,796
strip mall:
29,190
landscape:
145,768
all buildings:
33,664
total:
445,524
parking:
138,109

number of building: 4
distance to road: 515’
length
of of
facade:
362’3
number
building:
site
entrance:
3 sides
distance
to road:
349’
sidedness:
front 322’
length of facade:

landscape: 106,726
total: 278,499

site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 12,245
all buildings: 60,269
parking: 188,096
strip mall: 109,001
31,154
landscape:
all buildings:
total:
357,36679,180
parking: 200,012
landscape: 102,956
total: 382,148

strip mall: 19,275
all buildings: 42,024
parking: 154,610
strip mall: 93,244
36,076
landscape:
all buildings:
total:
289,87897,766
parking: 366,478
landscape: 201,804
total: 666,048

number of building: 3
distance to road: 343’
length of facade: 378’
number
of building:
site
entrance:
2 sides2
distance tofront
road: 331’
sidedness:
length of facade: 451’, 170’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

07

strip mall: 12,245 sqft
all buildings: 60,269 sqft
parking: 188,096 sqft
landscape: 109,001 sqft
total: 357,366 sqft

strip mall: 36,076 sqft
all buildings: 96,328 sqft
parking: 296,346 sqft
landscape: 190,972 sqft
total: 583,646 sqft

number of buildings: 3
distance to road: 343 ft
length of facade: 378 ft
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

number of buildings: 4
distance to road: 660 ft
length of facade: 390 ft
site entrance: 1 sides
sidedness: front + side
strip mall: 50,047
all buildings: 82,600
parking: 262,964
landscape: 106,077
total: 451,641

04

number of building: 4
distance to road: 540’
length of facade: 315’
site entrance: 3 sides
sidedness: front + side

strip mall: 19,250
all buildings: 67,960
parking:
231,796
strip mall:
29,190
landscape:
145,768
all buildings:
33,664
total:
445,524
parking:
138,109

number of building: 4
distance to road: 515’
length
362’3
numberofoffacade:
building:
site
entrance:
3 sides
distance
to road:
349’
sidedness:
front 322’
length of facade:

landscape: 106,726
total: 278,499

site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 12,245
all buildings: 60,269
parking: 188,096
strip mall: 31,154
landscape:
109,001
all buildings:
total:
357,36679,180
parking: 200,012
landscape: 102,956
total: 382,148

number of building: 3
distance to road: 343’
length of facade: 378’
number
of building:
site
entrance:
2 sides2
distance tofront
road: 331’
sidedness:
length of facade: 451’, 170’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 19,275
all buildings: 42,024
parking: 154,610
strip mall: 36,076
landscape:
93,244
all buildings:
total:
289,87897,766
parking: 366,478
landscape: 201,804
total: 666,048

strip mall: 50,047
all buildings: 82,600
parking:
262,964
number
of building: 4
landscape:
106,077
distance
to road: 313’
total: 451,641
length of facade: 281’, 55’
number
of building:
site entrance:
2 sides4
distance
tofront
road:+660’
sidedness:
side
length of facade: 390’, 90’
site entrance: 1 side
sidedness: front + side

number of building: 4
distance to road: 540’
length of facade: 315’
site entrance: 3 sides
sidedness: front + side
strip mall: 31,741
all buildings: 81,449
parking: 274,399
landscape: 171,131
total: 526,979

08

strip mall: 19,275 sqft
all buildings: 42,024 sqft
parking: 154,610 sqft
landscape: 93,244 sqft
total: 289,878 sqft

strip mall: 31,741 sqft
all buildings: 81,449 sqft
parking: 274,399 sqft
landscape: 171,131 sqft
total: 526,979 sqft

number of buildings: 4
distance to road: 313 ft
length of facade: 281 ft, 55 ft
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front + side

number of buildings: 3
distance to road: 445 ft
length of facade: 469 ft
site entrance: 1 sides
sidedness: front + side

strip mall: 50,047
all buildings: 82,600
parking: 262,964
landscape: 106,077
total: 451,641

number of building: 4
distance to road: 540’
length of facade: 315’
site entrance: 3 sides
sidedness: front + side

strip mall: 19,250
all buildings: 67,960
parking: 231,796
strip mall: 29,190
landscape: 145,768
all buildings: 33,664
total: 445,524
parking: 138,109
landscape: 106,726
total: 278,499

number of building: 4
distance to road: 515’
length of facade: 362’
number of building: 3
site entrance: 3 sides
distance to road: 349’
sidedness: front
length of facade: 322’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 12,245
all buildings: 60,269
parking: 188,096
strip
mall: 31,154
landscape:
109,001
all
buildings:
79,180
total:
357,366
parking: 200,012
landscape: 102,956
total: 382,148

number of building: 3
distance to road: 343’
length of facade: 378’
number
of building:
2
site entrance:
2 sides
distance
to front
road: 331’
sidedness:
length of facade: 451’, 170’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 19,275
all buildings: 42,024
parking: 154,610
landscape:
93,244
strip
mall: 36,076
total:
289,878
all
buildings:
97,766
parking: 366,478
landscape: 201,804
total: 666,048

number of building: 4
distance to road: 313’
length of facade: 281’, 55’
site entrance:
2 sides
number
of building:
4
sidedness:
side
distance
to front
road: +
660’
length of facade: 390’, 90’
site entrance: 1 side
sidedness: front + side

strip mall: 31,741
all buildings: 81,449
parking: 274,399
landscape: 171,131
total: 526,979

strip mall: 19,275
all buildings: 42,024
parking: 154,610
landscape: 93,244
total: 289,878

strip mall: 50,047
all buildings: 82,600
parking:
262,964
number
of building: 4
landscape:
106,077
distance
to road: 313’
total: 451,641
length of facade: 281’, 55’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front + side

number of building: 4
distance to road: 540’
length of facade: 315’
site entrance: 3 sides
sidedness: front + side

strip mall: 19,250
all buildings: 67,960
parking: 231,796
strip mall: 29,190
landscape: 145,768
all buildings: 33,664
total: 445,524
parking: 138,109
landscape: 106,726
total: 278,499

number of building: 4
distance to road: 515’
length of facade: 362’
number of building: 3
site entrance: 3 sides
distance to road: 349’
sidedness: front
length of facade: 322’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 31,741
all buildings: 81,449
parking: 274,399
landscape: 171,131
total: 526,979

strip mall: 19,250
all buildings: 67,960
parking: 231,796
strip mall: 29,190
landscape: 145,768
all buildings: 33,664
total: 445,524
parking:
138,109
number
of building: 3
landscape:
106,726
distance
to road: 445’
total: 278,499
length of facade: 469’
site entrance: 1 side
sidedness: front + side

number of building: 4
distance to road: 515’
length of facade: 362’
number of building: 3
site entrance: 3 sides
distance to road: 349’
sidedness: front
length of facade: 322’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 12,245
all buildings: 60,269
parking: 188,096
strip mall: 109,001
31,154
landscape:
all buildings:
total:
357,36679,180
parking: 200,012
landscape: 102,956
total: 382,148

number of building: 3
distance to road: 343’
length of facade: 378’
number
of building:
site
entrance:
2 sides2
distance tofront
road: 331’
sidedness:
length of facade: 451’, 170’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 19,
all buildings: 4
parking: 154,6
landscape:
93
strip mall: 36
total:
289,878
all buildings:
parking: 366,
landscape: 20
total: 666,048

strip mall: 31,
all buildings: 8
parking: 274,3
landscape: 17
total: 526,979

06

strip mall: 19,250 sqft
all buildings: 67,960 sqft
parking: 231,796 sqft
landscape: 145,768 sqft
total: 445,524 sqft

strip mall: 50,047
all buildings: 82,600
parking: 262,964
landscape: 106,077
total: 451,641

number of building: 3
distance to road: 343’
length of facade: 378’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 29,190
all buildings: 33,664
parking:
138,109
number
of building: 3
landscape:
106,726
distance
to road: 445’
total: length
278,499
of facade: 469’
site entrance: 1 side
sidedness: front + side

number of building: 3
distance to road: 349’
length of facade: 322’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 50,047
all buildings: 82,600
parking:
262,964
number
of building: 4
landscape:
106,077
distance
to road: 313’
total: 451,641
length of facade: 281’, 55’

number of building: 4
distance to road: 540’
length of facade: 315’
site entrance: 3 sides
sidedness: front + side

number
of building:
site
entrance:
2 sides4
distance tofront
road:+660’
sidedness:
side
length of facade: 390’, 90’
site entrance: 1 side
sidedness: front + side

strip mall: 19,250
all buildings: 67,960
strip
mall:231,796
29,190
parking:
all
buildings:145,768
33,664
landscape:
parking:
138,109
total: 445,524
number
of building: 3
landscape:
106,726
distance
total: 278,499 to road: 445’
length of facade: 469’
site entrance: 1 side
sidedness: front + side

number of building: 4
distance to road: 515’
number
building:
3
length ofoffacade:
362’
distance
to road:
349’
site entrance:
3 sides
length
of facade:
sidedness:
front 322’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 12,245
all buildings: 60,269
parking:
strip
mall:188,096
31,154
landscape:
all
buildings:109,001
79,180
total: 357,366
parking:
200,012
landscape: 102,956
total: 382,148

number of building: 3
distance to road: 343’
length ofoffacade:
378’
number
building:
2
site entrance:
2 sides
distance
to road:
331’
sidedness:
front 451’, 170’
length
of facade:
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 19,275
all buildings: 42,024
parking: 154,610
strip
mall: 36,076
landscape:
93,244
all
buildings:
97,766
total:
289,878
parking: 366,478
landscape: 201,804
total: 666,048

number of building: 4
distance to road: 313’
length of facade: 281’, 55’
number
of building:
4
site entrance:
2 sides
distance
to front
road: +660’
sidedness:
side
length of facade: 390’, 90’
site entrance: 1 side
sidedness: front + side

strip mall: 31,154
all buildings: 79,180
parking: 200,012
landscape: 102,956
total: 382,148

number of building: 2
distance to road: 331’
length of facade: 451’, 170’
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

strip mall: 36,076
all buildings: 97,766
parking: 366,478
landscape: 201,804
total: 666,048

number of building: 4
distance to road: 660’
length of facade: 390’, 90’
site entrance: 1 side
sidedness: front + side

strip mall: 31,741
all buildings: 81,449
parking: 274,399
landscape: 171,131
total: 526,979

number of building: 3
distance to road: 445’
length of facade: 469’
site entrance: 1 side
sidedness: front + side

figure 27 : eight site studies

Images from Google Maps, Charlotte, NC, 2017
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[ Procedure ]

a lot bordered on two sides

one bar component

one box component

strip mall: 16,875 sqft
all buildings: 78,750 sqft
parking: 272,646 sqft
landscape: 61,104 sqft
total: 412,500 sqft

projected awning and entry vestibule

roof

number of buildings: 3
distance to road: 450 ft
length of facade: 450ft
site entrance: 2 sides
sidedness: front

multiple pad buildings along the street

truss
sprinkler
hvac
act and lighting

column grid
awning
cmu
a field of parking and landscape islands

figure 28: structure of a generic strip
storefront window

Strip Mall Summary
generic compositions

In order to understand the strip mall typology in its most basic form, it was critical to find the degree to which something
is generic. From measuring and analyzing each of the eight
specific locations, a set of generic templates was constructed
( figure 28). This framework is used to test how different formal
design solutions can improve the typical spatial and experiential condition of a strip mall (figure 29). These principles could
then be applied to an infinite number of real-life scenarios
that would only need to be slightly altered to transform each
specific layout. After establishing the exterior relationships,
analyzing the component make-up of the strip mall itself was
next (figure 30). The external condition of the strip mall can be
defined as one solid edge unbound on three sides, and the material composition can be understood as three solid walls and
one permeable curtain wall. This inversion presents an oppor-

generichow something is the most similar to all others
of its kind.

figure 28: generic template
sight lines

figure 30 : generic component axon

tunity to diffuse the original condition of both.
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[ Technique ]

island
island

island island

thin edge
thin
edge
thin edge
thin edge

deep edge
deep edge
deep
edge
deep edge
figure 31 : generic components

section

figure 32 : facade figure ground

Investigation of Figures

plan

figure ground: plan, elevation, section

Through the creation of a generic strip mall
template, the perception of façades and the
space between components became critical
to the evaluation of the project. Because strip
malls possess consistency and repetition of
spatial organization and material it was vital to
engage the existing composition with a similar
set of operations and objectives.
elevation

figure 33:: facade projection

roof plan

The idea of figure-ground was a major component in distinguishing between positive and
negative space both in plan and elevation. This
technique allowed for the physical dimensions
of space to be quantified and evaluated.
Three devices were used as tools to develop a
new correlation between the objects and space.
The first is a set of planar parts that take the
existing site elements and explains how they
function in space (figure 31). These elements can
be fluidly added to the site as a way to create
new spatial conditions without seeming foreign
to the complex. A pad or island is understood in
the round while the edges are defined by the

floor plan

ability to pass through it relative to its depth.
The second is a set of elevations based on the
two existing façade types of a solid wall and a
storefront curtain wall. These elements are completely opaque and partially transparent leading
to two additional models, partially opaque and
completely transparent (figure 32). Each façade
type can then be used a tool to negotiate the
relationship between adjacent forms. There is
a pronounced difference between two opposing opaque walls and two transparent ones. It
makes the space between objects either feel
very enclosed and impassible or open and permeable. The final device is the use of projected
facades. In elevation a wall would read as continuous while in section and plan, space is captured between two facades, generating the potential for colonnades and brise soleils (figure 33).
Each device is deployed to alter the current
vernacular’s relationship between interior and
exterior conditions while maintaining a connection to the simplicity of the strip mall’s origin (figure 34).

elevation

figure 34 : figure ground correlation
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1.

6.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1. original condition
2. awning subtraction
3. selective subtraction
4. addition
5. awning addition
6. projected condition

figure 35 : strip mall progression

Projected Application
transformative steps

The techniques deployed in the design portion
of this project were developed through a series
of investigations to find how the fewest interventions can make the most impact. This process
can best be understood in retrospect by first seeing the final architectural expression of the thesis (figure 35). Through this lens, the objective of

prioritizing space to generate a more pedestrian-focused campus that both engages with
its surrounding context and disperses vehicle areas throughout the complex can reflect
on the operation of previous exercises. The
main aim for influencing the found strip mall
condition was based on keeping the majority

of the initial structures intact, but using its assembly of tilt-up construction to reconfigure
the façade organization. The goal was to make
spaces feel more enclosed from the street and
porous between structures. The process was
majoritively additive as a way to occupy the existing parking lot, but strategic subtraction was

used to alter the depth of the initial components. This balance of addition and subtraction
was used to develop a discreteness of space
that creates a variety of experiences. The projected facade and awnings also became key in
mediating the relationship between vehicle
and pedestrian access.
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[ Generic Exploration ]

Senerio Matrix

sequence of spatial distributions - fields, bars, pockets, and brackets

A matrix of possible site configurations was
developed to understand how the existing
generic template responded to different inputs (figure 36). The majority of the iterations were composed of islands and bars that
could be configured to create conditions of

fields, division, pockets, and brackets (figure 37).
These different approaches provided varying
scales of space and moments of enclosure that
could help to change the experience of strip malls.
Four series of four were chosen to understand
the varying success of evolving configuration.

bracket

pocket

bar

island

figure 37 : strip mall progression

figure 36 : generic matrix
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Generic Site Strategy

wide (w)

medium (m)

narrow (n)

enclosed (e)

semi-enclosed (s)

partially enclosed (p)

unclosed (u)

porous enclosure

Strip mall construction is based on a series of ratios driven by
material and vehicle dimensions. The template for the generic
strip mall responded to this fact and allowed for the quantification of both objects and the spaces in between. Each of the
sixteen generic strip mall layouts was studied and analyzed to
quantify the success of its organization (figure 38). A configuration is successful if it possesses varying scales of spaces and
different levels of access and enclosure throughout the site
(figures 39-41). The current condition is deep, wide, and unenclosed while the improved configurations would be variable
in scales and levels of enclosure. The best layout from each
family is then used to study their three-dimensional capacity.

deep (d)

figure 40 : levels of enclosure
d/w e

m/w s

s/w p

d/w u

middle (m)
d/n e

m/m s

s/m p

d/m u

shallow (s)

figure 39 : scales of space

Levels of Enclosure

Bar + Pocket

Pocket + Field

figure 41 : space + enclosure

Bracket

figure 38: generic site studies
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Visual Exploration
a finer grain of expression
2.

A site strategy in plan can only be so helpful in the construction of a three-dimensional experience. It is important to understand how sight lines and vision can shape how a person
moves through space. The quality of the experience begins
with a one to one understanding of the proposed scenarios
as they relate to the original strip mall template (figure 42).
The selected studies are used to express how the site plans
translate into occupiable space (figure 43). Each set-up is then
operated on to produce more defined sequences of space
throughout the site. In some cases, the plan would appear
unchanged, while in others, coverings are added to transform
the visual expression of enclosed and open space (figure 44).
The logic of these spatial interventions provides both improved optical interest as well as a concrete strategy to negotiate the vehicle and pedestrian exchanges within the site.

1. plan views
2. front view
3. street view
4. altered front view
5. altered street view

1.

3.

figure 42: original template

4.

Enclosure

Bar +Pocket

figure 44: circulation study

Pocket + Field

Bracket

2.

1.

3.

5.

figure 43: visual site studies
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Generic Overlay

specific results of generic solutions

Throughout the development of the thesis, there is a constant
balance between a general idea of a strip mall as a type and
the specifics of individual case studies. This oscillation is also
true in the analysis of the generic template. At each level of
investigation more details and parameters come into focus to
enable the creation of an encompassing proposal that can apply to many and one. The extent of this setup becomes clear
in applying the same four site strategies on to four different
real-life complexes (figure 45). This final exercise shows how the
spirit of each scheme can mutate to any number of possible
conditions while still obtaining it original spatial intention.
Numerous site strategies could effectively improve the state
of the strip mall, but this research shows that the similarities
between strip malls, once considered a major factor in their
lack of architectural intrigue, is actually an asset and guide
to transforming them back into thriving community centers.

existing
02

enclosure
enclosure

02
02
02
02

06

06
06
06
06

07

07
07
07
07

08

enclosure
enclosure
enclosure

division
division
division
division
division

collection
collection
collection
collection
collection

bracket
bracket
bracket
bracket
bracket

08
08
08
08

figure 45: overlay studies
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figure 46: generic view from parking lot

figure 48: new view from parking lot

figure 47: generic view from strip mall

figure 49: new view from strip mall

Generic Articulation

material expression and effects

Although much of the current strip mall’s
dysfunction is related to spatial organization, the physical perceptions of the structures themselves are critical in shaping people’s attitude to their presence. The current
facades read as display windows, solid walls,
and vast emptiness (figure 46-47). The alternative is to use varying facades types to blur
the visual and experiential boundary between
interior and exterior space. The addition of

elevational articulation helps to provide depth
and hierarchy to the language of the strip mall
(figure 48-49). Curtain walls no longer function
as one-way mirrors looking in, but as devices
that permit views out, through and across. Solid
walls are now tools for the organization of programs on the site over a default construction
method. The simple coding of solid and void
can give way to sequences of movement, generating areas for both circulation and gathering.

figure 50: facade development
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Specific Articulation

material expression and effects

The development of the façade system is
closely tied to how massing relates to material (figure 51). In this context, material does not
involve a specific product, but a surface property of being opaque, translucent or, transparent. These distinctions enable a composition
of visual permeability and impermeability to
be created in elevation and read in plan as different types of thresholds (figure 52). Each material type can be used as signs and signifiers

material section

within the site, helping to direct and guide
people through the functions of different
spaces. Solid walls are used to designate vehicle parking, while translucent walls signify entrances into various programs. The
eight configurations are a kit of parts that
can be deployed as tilt up replacement wall
or new structures altogether. The wall types
would be simple in material fabrication but
would have a transformative presence on site.

figure 51: material expression

Solid

Solid

material massing

Solid

Solid

Solid

Solid

Opaque

Curtain Wall

Solid

Curtain
Wall

Curtain
Wall

Solid

parking signifier

program containment

program entrance

Solid

Solid with Void

program privacy

Void

Solid and Void

Solid

Solid

Solid

Solid

Columns

Exteded
Columns

Extended
Columns

Columns

awning

pedestrian drop-off

outdoor seating

visual divide

figure 52: facade components
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1978
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1994
1998
2002
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1984

1994

1998

2002

[ A Specif ic Generic ]

2008

07

figure 53: surrounding site context
Google Maps, Charlotte, 2017

Selected Site
number seven

The research and investigative phases of the thesis culminate
in a single detailed proposal for one strip mall in Charlotte,
North Carolina (figure 53). The focus on one site allowed for
a more articulated theory of relationships to form in exactly how a strip mall could evolve to possess more experiential
qualities. The number seven site was chosen because it had
a compelling juxtaposition to the highway, other large-scale
shopping areas, and to several single-family neighborhoods
(figure 55). The strip mall center currently has five vacant storefronts out of its total of twelve, but it has been well maintained despite the available space.

08

figure 54: site history

A timeline for the site was constructed to show how its emergence relates to other surrounding structures and neighborhoods (figure 54). It was built in 1978 and went under a renovation in 2001, making another adaptation very appropriate.
It was also important to note that the strip mall and the surrounding housing were constructed around the same time,
showing a symbiotic relationship between the complex and
the needs of the area.

figure 55: simple site section
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original square footage

proposed square footage

buildings: 87,960
parking: 296,346
landscape: 183,707
awnings: 8,368
walkways: 7,265

buildings: 109,897
parking: 112,358
landscape: 270,112
awnings: 19,548
walkways: 167,188

total: 583,646

total: 679,103

figure 56: original site plan

figure 58: original front elevation

figure 57: new site plan

figure 59: new front elevation

figure 60: new side elevation

Site Comparisons
before and after

This particular site strategy was chosen because it focused on making areas of contraction
and expansion. Pedestrians would transition
through the buildings or drop off point to arrive
in varying scales of gathering spaces. The primary exchange between the original and the proposed complexes is the redistributing of twothirds of the parking for pedestrian walkways
and awnings. The elevation also transformed to

display more transparency and complexity while
still maintaining similar profiles (figure 58-60).
Approximately 16,000 square feet was subtracted from the original complex, and 38,000 were
added to the overall site. The site itself also grew
in scope to include the area in between the strip
mall and the neighboring suburb. Adding around
a 100,000 square feet for additional roadways, landscape, and structures (figure 56-57).
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[ Design ]
program distribution
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

restaurant
eye doctor
coffee shop
performance center
art center
dentist office
brewery
athletic center
pre-school
restaurant

2
3
1

program types
food and beverage
medical
arts and culture
health and wellness
education

5

4

covering system

6

7

9

8

detached awning network

10

facade configuration

figure 60: program diagram

Programming

part to whole exchange

The site programming was driven by giving
businesses a place to utilize their particular service needs. For these programs to work well as
a set, it was important to manage a timeline of
use and occupation to allow the site to function during all hours. The program selection has
daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly uses to help
structure a constant influx of people that can
chain multiple tasks and experiences together
while visiting the complex (figure 60). The composition of programs and space can also expand as the requirements of the area change.
Blank areas were intentionally left as a way
to provide room for additional construction

or coverings as the strip mall grows into its new
identity. With this flexibility, it is possible to advance the strip mall typology well into the future without the immediate threat of stagnation
or decay.
Each program type helped to set up the varying
façade and shading systems to meet both the
visual and physical needs for exterior and interior functions (figure 61). Certain clustering of
walls creates outdoor waiting rooms or private
interior courtyards. The complexes cohesion is
formed by how the different covering types are
used to between structures and across the site.

site lines

figure 61: proposed component axon
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Existing Plan
ground level

1:75

New Plan First Level

figure 62: existing ground level plan

The scale of the strip mall in inherently difficult to visually depict because of its expansive coverage and minimal height. As a
result of this challenge, it was essential to understand how the
structure changes from eye level to the surfaces above an individual’s head and lastly from directly above. This lamination
of space plays closely into the objective of making spaces feel
enclosed and porous. The existing plan shows how the strip
mall was designed to capture people within the space, while
the proposed plan strives for fluid connectivity across the site.
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New Plan
ground level

figure 63: new ground level plan
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New Plan

secondary cut

figure 64: new secondary cut
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New Plan
site plan

figure 65: new site plan
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figure 66: proposed component axon

Strip Mall Visualization

1. figure 66

rendered figure ground

2. figure 67

2

3. figure 68

The final visualization of the thesis is an extension of the figure-ground process that
has shaped how space can be evaluated.
The graphic nature of the images seeks to
eliminate superfluous elements of material make-up and display only the material

properties of a surface being opaque, translucent, or transparent. At the core of the project is the perception of objects and space. The
black and white coding allows for the clarification of how previous techniques have improved
the experience of the strip mall.

1

3
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Visual Connectivity
interior and exterior

In addition to creating more captivating spaces, it was necessary to reconsider how people can traverse through space. In
the current strip mall type, the pedestrian walks straight from
their car, cutting through the parking to go directly to a store’s
entrance. With this sequence, the little area of sidewalk in
front of the store is rarely used. To help improve this intermediary space the canopy is detached from the main structure
to blur the edge of the covered threshold. The user can now
occupy the shadow instead of being directly contained by the
sidewalk’s edge. This addition of more covered and transitional space allows a more fluid circulation of the site, where there
is no longer a specific front or back to buildings, but a natural
progression around the site and even out to the surrounding
neighborhoods.
The interior experience is based on trying to fluctuate the
threshold between interior and exterior. This goal becomes
prominent with the addition of full curtain wall where light
can pour into the interior space. The addition of thin spaces
between exterior areas also helps to dissolve the idea of endless confined interiors often associated with shopping in strip
malls or box stores. The openings within the structure also
provide beneficial lighting and connections through a single
or multiple programs.

figure 69: early material expression

figure 67: detached awning

figure 68: interior permeability
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Spatial Progression
site fluidity

Imagine someone is dropped off for an eye doctor’s appointment.
Afterward, they have lunch next door.
They hear there will be an afternoon performance across the
way.
They go to the performance and run into someone they know.
The pair walks over to the brewery to have a drink...

figure 70: thickened facade
1. figure 70
2. figure 71

1

2

figure 71: interior delamination
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As they sit under the canopy, they see a sign for a swim class
at the athletic center next door.
Several days later they come to the class.
When they finish, they get coffee or lunch.
They repeat this twice a week.
The strip mall is no longer an expanse of pavement but a
pleasant sequence of spaces that make everyday tasks more
enjoyable.

figure 72: exterior enclosure
1. figure 72
2. figure 73

1

2

figure 73: projected facade
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figure 74: strip mall arrival

Experiential Quality
space reclaimed

The strip mall has languished over time, but
it is still viable to be transformed into a distinguished part of American society. Through
the technique of figure-ground, both in plan
and elevation, the transition between object,
edge, and threshold can be used to produce
more intimate spaces of connectivity and
gathering. The resulting configurations focus
on variable depths of space, levels of enclosure, and the porosity of facades to improve

and revitalize the strip mall experience. Places once shaped by the singular progression of
vehicles can now become areas of pedestrian meandering, and the transition of convenience driven retail to quality based services
generates a new life and potential for many
suburban communities. By shifting the typology of the suburban strip mall, it is possible to
improve the architectural identity of the urban
periphery in cities across the United States.

figure 75: early material expression
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Thesis Defense
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thesis defense presentation
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Endnotes
1.

2. & 3.

4.

Cowen and Company, cited in Thompson, Derek.“What in the World is Causing
the Retail Meltdown of 2017?”, 2017. https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2017/04/retail-meltdown-of-2017/522384/.
Berg, Nate. “Lots to lose: how cities around the world are eliminating car parks”,
09/27/2016, https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/sep/27/cities-eliminating-car-parks-parking.
Zimmer, John. “ The Road Ahead, 09/18/2016, https://medium. com/@johnzimmer/
the-third-transportation-revolution-27860f05fa91.
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